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ABSTRACT
The interstellar abundances of refractory elements indicate a substantial depletion from the gas phase, that
increases with gas density. Our recent model of dust evolution, based on hydrodynamic simulations of the life-
cycle of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) proves that the observed trend for [Sigas/H] is driven by a combination
of dust growth by accretion in the cold diffuse interstellar medium (ISM) and efficient destruction by supernova
(SN) shocks (Zhukovska et al. 2016). With an analytic model of dust evolution, we demonstrate that even with
optimistic assumptions for the dust input from stars and without destruction of grains by SNe it is impossible to
match the observed [Sigas/H]–nH relation without growth in the ISM. We extend the framework developed in
our previous work for silicates to include the evolution of iron grains and address a long-standing conundrum:
“Where is the interstellar iron?”. Much higher depletion of Fe in the warm neutral medium compared to Si is
reproduced by the models, in which a large fraction of interstellar iron (70%) is locked as inclusions in silicate
grains, where it is protected from sputtering by SN shocks. The slope of the observed [Fegas/H]–nH relation
is reproduced if the remaining depleted iron resides in a population of metallic iron nanoparticles with sizes
in the range of 1–10 nm. Enhanced collision rates due to the Coulomb focusing are important for both silicate
and iron dust models to match the slopes of the observed depletion–density relations and the magnitudes of
depletion at high gas density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interstellar dust grains are a small, but a very important
component of the interstellar medium of galaxies (Dorschner
& Henning 1995). Despite the importance of dust, its main
formation route remains a controversial topic. For decades, it
was supposed that all refractory grains form in stellar winds
of evolved stars and cooling ejecta of supernovae (SNe). In
such a formation scenario, however, it is difficult to explain
the high depletion of refractory elements in the cold inter-
stellar medium at the level of & 95% for Si and & 99% for
Fe for two reasons. Firstly, the timescale of dust formation
by stars is longer than the lifetime of grains against destruc-
tion in SN shocks (Dwek & Scalo 1980; Jones et al. 1994;
Slavin et al. 2015; but see also Jones & Nuth 2011). Sec-
ondly this scenario requires almost complete condensation
of refractory elements in solid form in all matter returned to
the ISM by stars. Low- and intermediate-mass stars produce
dust efficiently only during the final thermal pulses on the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB), while during the preceding
evolution on the red giant branch and the first AGB phases
stars loose mass efficiently with no or little dust condensa-
tion (Gail et al. 2009; McDonald et al. 2011). Moreover, star
cluster environment may affect dust condensation and reduce
the net dust yield from massive AGB stars (Zhukovska et al.
2015). Similarly, it is unlikely that all refractory elements
ejected by core-collapse SNe are in solid form. Although
recent observations reveal that grains can form efficiently in
expanding SN ejecta (Barlow et al. 2010; Gomez et al. 2012;
Indebetouw et al. 2014; Bevan et al. 2016; de Looze et al.
2017), the newly formed dust can be subsequently destroyed
by reverse shocks, which substantially reduce the fraction of
elements in dust in SN ejecta (Bianchi & Schneider 2007;
Silvia et al. 2010; Micelotta et al. 2016).
These discrepancies are resolved in one-zone dust evolu-
tion models by assuming that the dust mass can grow in the
ISM by gas-grain interactions (Dwek & Scalo 1980; Dwek
1998; Draine 2009). This mechanism of dust formation is
also required by very recent dust evolution models based on
hydrodynamical simulations of the ISM to match observed
dust properties in galaxies (Bekki 2015; McKinnon et al.
2016; Zhukovska et al. 2016; Aoyama et al. 2017).
Direct evidence that metals go in and out of dust in the ISM
comes from the observed variations of interstellar element
depletions. For instance, the fractions of Si and Fe in the gas
decreases by almost ten times between the warm and cold
clouds in the galactic disk (Savage & Sembach 1996). These
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differences are explained by simple dust evolution models
based on idealised two- or three-phase models of the ISM in
which grains are destroyed by SN shocks in the intercloud
medium and accrete gas-phase elements in clouds; denser
gas enriched with dust is exchanged with dust-poor gas dur-
ing the interstellar matter cycle (Draine 1990; Tielens 1998;
O’Donnell & Mathis 1997; Weingartner & Draine 1999).
These models are, however, sensitive to the adopted scheme
and timescales of mass exchange between ISM phases which
are treated as free parameters.
Using realistic hydrodynamic numerical simulations, Pe-
ters et al. (2017) demonstrate that dust grains experience
complex evolution in a multi-phase ISM characterised by
large scatter in the phase exchange timescales. Their work
underlines the importance of combining dust models with
numerical simulations of the ISM, which incorporate a wide
range of physical conditions. Moreover, dust evolution mod-
els based on simulations can address a strong observed cor-
relation of element depletions with the average gas density
on the line of sight (Savage & Bohlin 1979). Recently,
Zhukovska et al. 2016 (hereafter ZDJ16) have presented a
new dust evolution model based on hydrodynamic simulation
of giant molecular clouds in a Milky Way-like galaxy, whose
resolution is sufficiently high to explore the dependence of
interstellar Si depletions on local physical conditions and for
the first time compare them with the observational data. They
find that a combination of selective accretion of Si on silicate
grains in the cold neutral medium (CNM) and dust destruc-
tion by interstellar shocks in the diffuse gas are necessary to
explain the observed relation between Si depletion and den-
sity. In this work, we demonstrate with an analytical model
that dust input from stellar sources cannot describe this rela-
tion even with optimistic assumptions for dust condensation
efficiencies in stars.
Iron represents a curious test case to investigate dust
growth in the ISM with the evolution model developed in our
previous work (ZDJ16). In contrast to Si, it is more heavily
depleted in the warm neutral medium (WNM) and, because
of its comparable abundance to Si and Mg, can be an impor-
tant component of interstellar dust. Dwek (2016) argues that,
with the current observational data for iron dust input from
various stellar sources, the observed Fe depletion can be ex-
plained only by accretion of gas-phase Fe on grains. The
question “In which solid form is the interstellar iron?” poses
a long-standing conundrum. The composition of interstellar
silicates is not uniquely constrained by the observational data
(e.g., Zubko et al. 2004), therefore the fraction of iron locked
in silicates is unclear. Schalen (1965) suggested that the de-
pleted cosmic Fe can be in the form of metallic iron, which
unfortunately does not have extinction features for its unam-
biguous identification. Ossenkopf et al. (1992) include iron
in both the silicate lattice and as small inclusions (pure iron
and iron oxides) to the silicates to explain the large absorp-
tivity of interstellar dust at the near-infrared wavelengths.
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Figure 1. Interstellar element abundances for Si and Fe (circles and
triangles, respectively) as a function of hydrogen column density.
Observational data are taken from work by Voshchinnikov & Hen-
ning (2010).
Among other solid forms of iron considered in the literature
are oxides (Henning et al. 1995; Draine & Hensley 2013),
metallic needles (Dwek 2004), iron and FeS inclusions in sil-
icate grains (Min et al. 2007; Jones et al. 2013), an inner layer
in multi-layered particles (Voshchinnikov et al. 2017), free-
flying iron nanoparticles (Hensley & Draine 2017; Gioannini
et al. 2017), and hydrogenated iron nanoparticles (Bilalbe-
govic et al. 2017). Indeed, in-situ studies of interstellar dust
grains demonstrate that silicate particles contain iron and that
individual iron particles exist (Westphal et al. 2014; Altobelli
et al. 2016).
In this work, we extend the framework introduced by
ZDJ16 to include iron dust evolution. We fix the ratio of
carbon-to-silicate dust mass and postpone the evolution of
carbonaceous dust to future. Observational constraints from
interstellar element depletions are introduced in Sect. 2. A re-
lation between Si gas-phase abundance and gas density is in-
terpreted with an analytic model of dust evolution in Sect. 3.
We briefly summarise the hydrodynamic numerical simula-
tions of the giant molecular clouds and dust evolution model
in Sect. 4.1. Section 4.2 introduces a model for the silicate
grains and compares a synthetic relation between the average
Si gas-phase abundance and gas density with the observed
relation. In Sect. 4.3, we explore different models for the
iron grain population to understand the reasons behind the
higher depletion of the interstellar Fe abundance in the WNM
compared to the Si depletions and the increasing trend of
[Fegas/H] with density. We consider the timescales of phys-
ical processes on the grain surface and the role of stochastic
heating of small iron grains for the dust growth process in
Sect. 5. Discussion of our results is given in Sect. 6. Finally,
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Figure 2. Relations between element depletion and gas density for
Si and Fe derived from the least-square linear fit to observational
data (blue and red solid lines, respectively) described in Sect. 2.
Pentagon and diamond show the depletion values for Si and Fe in
the WNM. Dashed lines are interpolations between the observed
values in the WNM and the linear fit relations.
our conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.
2. GAS-PHASE SI AND FE DEPLETIONS
Evolutionary changes in dust composition can be studied
by analysis of element depletions in the gas phase measured
along various lines of sight, assuming that the elements miss-
ing from the gas phase are locked in grains. The logarithmic
depletion of an element X in the ISM [X/H]gas is determined
as the gas-phase element abundance relative to the reference
abundance, for which we adopt its abundance in the Sun:
[X/H]gas = log (N(X)/N(H)) − log (N(X)/N(H)) , (1)
where N(X) refers to the column density of an element X.
The linear depletion of element X is, correspondingly,
δX = 10[X/H]gas (2)
Abundances of main dust-forming elements in the gas
phase decrease with hydrogen column density NH (NH =
N(H i) + N(H2)) pointing to the increase of their abundances
in dust. Figure 1 demonstrates this observational depletion
trend for Si and Fe, which are assumed to be the key el-
ements for silicate and iron dust, respectively. For NH >
5 × 1019 cm−2, [Sigas/H] and [Fegas/H] show similar be-
haviour, despite a 1 dex difference in their values. These
changes in the element abundances are driven by dust evo-
lution, which depends on the local gas density rather than on
the column density measured observationally. The element
depletions have been analysed in the literature as a func-
tion of the averaged gas density along the line of sight, but
this quantity can be significantly lower than the actual vol-
ume density in a cloud. In our previous work (ZDJ16), we
derived a relation between [Sigas/H] and the local gas vol-
ume density using fine structure excitations of neutral carbon
from Jenkins & Tripp (2011) measured for 87 lines of sight.
The volume density represents local physical conditions of
interstellar gas, therefore the relation between [Sigas/H] and
the volume gas density is more suitable to constrain three-
dimensional dust evolution models than the relation for the
average density on the line of sight. We find that [Sigas/H]
correlates with the gas density as n−0.5H .
To derive the analogous relation between [Fegas/H] and nH,
we combine the relation for Si given by Eq. (20) from ZDJ16
and Eq. (10) from Jenkins (2009) with coefficients for Si and
Fe. The resulting equation is
[Fegas/H] = −0.56 log (nH) − 0.72 (3)
The slope of this relation −0.56 is slightly steeper than the
value of −0.5 for Si indicating that Fe is more readily de-
pleted from the gas phase than Si (Fig. 2).
The gas density range accessible through the C i fine struc-
ture lines is restricted to about 10–103 cm−3. Since the ele-
ment depletion is measured along the entire line of sight, the
resulting [X/H]gas value can be higher than the depletion in a
cloud probed by C i because of the contribution of WNM on
the same line of sight (see ZDJ16, for details). Although the
contamination from the WNM does not have a large effect on
the coefficients in the [Sigas/H] − nH relation, its magnitude
can reach 0.1–0.2 dex for [Sigas/H] (Jenkins, private commu-
nication). To account for this effect, the relations for Si and
Fe are shifted downwards by 0.2 in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 also includes the depletion levels in the WNM at
a location for a typical density of the WNM nH = 0.5 cm−3.
The values [Fegas/H] = −1.11 and [Sigas/H] = −0.36 are cal-
culated from Eq. (10) in Jenkins (2009) for F∗ = 0.12 recom-
mended for the WNM. These values are slightly higher than
the values [Fegas/H] = −1.22 and [Sigas/H] = −0.43 rec-
ommended for the warm disk by Savage & Sembach (1996)
based on a smaller data sample. Comparison of the de-
pletion values for the WNM and the relations for [Sigas/H]
and [Fegas/H] derived for nH & 10 cm−3 points to shallower
slopes in the density range 0.5 − 10 cm−3.
3. ANALYTIC STEADY-STATE MODEL
3.1. Formulation
In this section, we derive a conceptual model for the frac-
tion of an element X remaining in the gas δX as a function of
the gas density aiming to explain the observational trends dis-
cussed in the proceeding section. We adopt a formulation of
dust evolution in the solar neighbourhood (Zhukovska et al.
2008, hereafter ZGT08) and substantially simplify it assum-
ing a steady-state situation for δX. This assumption is ap-
propriate to study the present-day element depletions in an
evolved galaxy such as the Milky Way. This is an one-zone
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model, which considers the surface density of dust Σd av-
eraged over the ISM phases within an annulus at the solar
galactocentric radius. The average depletion is related to the
dust surface density as
δX = 1 − Σd/Σd,max, (4)
where Σd,max is the maximum surface density of dust, corre-
sponding to the complete condensation of the key element X.
The evolution of Σd is described by the equation:
d Σd
d t
= Rd,inj + Rd,gr − Σd
τSF
− Σd
τd,SN
, (5)
where Rd,inj is the rate of dust injection by stellar sources,
Rd,gr is the growth rate by gas-grain interactions in the ISM,
the third and fourth terms on the r.h.s. are the rates of dust
destruction by star formation and by SN blast waves, respec-
tively, and τSF and τSN are corresponding timescales of these
processes. The timescale of star formation is τSF = ΣISM/ψ,
ΣISM is the surface densities of dust and gas, ψ is the star for-
mation rate per unit area. The timescale of dust destruction
by SN is provided by (Dwek & Scalo 1980)
τd,SN =
ΣISM
fSNmclRSN
, (6)
where fSN is the fraction of all SNe that destroy dust, mcl is
the mass of gas cleared of dust by a single SNe and RSN is the
current SN rate. mcl is determined by the material and size
distribution of dust grains (Jones et al. 1994). Assuming that
only type II SNe destroy dust and approximating the SN rate
by RSN ≈ ηSNψ, where ηSN = 1/150 M is the number of SN
per unit of stellar mass formed for the initial mass function
(IMF) from Kroupa (2002), we derive the relation between
the timescales
τd,SN =
τSF
fSNmclηS N
. (7)
We introduce the effective destruction timescale
1
τd,eff
=
1
τSF
+
1
τSN
=
1 + fSNmclηS N
τSF
(8)
The rate of dust injection by stars is approximated as
(O’Donnell & Mathis 1997; Weingartner & Draine 1999)
Rd,inj =
(1 − δin)Σd,max
τin
, (9)
where δin is the fraction of element X left in the gas in matter
injected by stars and τin is the timescale on which stars return
matter to the ISM. An accurate expression for Rd,inj including
its dependence on stellar mass and metallicity can be found
in ZGT08.
We adopt a model of dust growth in the ISM proposed by
ZGT08, in which grains grow by accretion of elements in
clouds characterised by the total mass fraction Xcl and life-
time τexch. It allows us to account for the finite time available
for the dust growth by accretion before cloud dispersal. The
dust growth rate is determined by the parameters of clouds as
follows
Rd,gr =
fX,retΣd,max − Σd
τexch,eff
, (10)
where τexch,eff = τexch(1 − Xcl)/Xcl is the effective timescale
required for the entire ISM to cycle through the cloud phase,
fX,ret is the fraction of element X condensed in dust in the
material returned from clouds. The corresponding depletion
is δX,ret = 1− fX,ret. We employ Eq. (32) from ZGT08 for the
time evolution of fX,ret and, assuming that the depletion of
gas forming clouds is not too different from the average de-
pletion δX, find the depletion at the end of the cloud lifetime
(t = τexch):
δX,ret = 1 − fX,ret = δX
δX + (1 − δX)eτexch/τgr , (11)
where τgr the timescale of dust growth by accretion of the
key species from the gas-phase given by
τ−1gr =
3αXAX,dustmamu
ρX,cνX,c
· 1〈aX〉 · υX,thnH · X , (12)
where αX is the sticking efficiency to the grain surface, AX,dust
is the atomic weight of one formula unit of the dust species,
ρX,c is the density and νX,c is the number of atoms of the
key element contained in the formula unit of the condensed
phase, 〈aX〉 is the average grain radius, υX,th is the thermal
speed of the growth species, and X is the element abundance
of the key species.
We derive the expression for the evolution of δX by differ-
entiating both sides of Eq. (4)
d δX
d t
=
δX − δin
τin
+
δX − δret
τexch,eff
− (1 − δX)
τd,eff
. (13)
In the derivation of Eq. (13), we assumed that dΣd,m/dt =
Σd,m/τin and used Eq. (5) for dΣd/dt, in which the expressions
for dust destruction and production rates are re-written for δX
with the use of Eq. (4). We also used Eq. (8) for the total
destruction rate. In a steady state, dδX/dt = 0 and Eq. (13)
combined with Eq. (11) yields a simple quadratic equation
for δX
δX(τ−1exch,eff + τ
−1
in + τ
−1
d,eff) −
− δXτ
−1
exch,eff
δX(1 − eτexch/τgr ) + eτexch/τgr −
(
δin
τin
+
1
τd,eff
)
= 0. (14)
The solution of this equation determines δX as a function of
density and temperature of clouds, for a fixed set of other
model parameters. Assuming that the ISM is an ideal gas in
pressure equilibrium, we can replace the temperature depen-
dence in Eq. (12) by
Tgas = T0
n0
nH
, (15)
where we adopt the density n0 = 30 cm−3 and temperature
T0 = 100 K in the idealised CNM for the thermal pressure in
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Figure 3. Si gas abundance [Sigas/H] ≡ log δSi predicted by a simple steady-state model as a function of the gas density in clouds nH (solid
lines). Left and right panels show results for the lifetime of clouds of 10 and 30 Myr, respectively. Blue and green lines are for cases with and
without dust destruction in SN shocks. Dashed lines demonstrate the final depletion log δSi,ret in the matter returned by clouds upon disruption.
Depletion levels in models without dust growth in the ISM are shown with dotted lines. The observational data for Si are the same as in Fig. 2.
the ISM. Then the growth timescale τgr is
τgr =
t0
n0.5H
, (16)
where t0 is the constant determined by the dust properties
given by Eq. (12).
3.2. Implications for [Sigas/H]– nH relation
In the following we compare predictions of the steady-state
model for Si depletion δSi(nH) with the observed [Sigas/H]–
nH relation (Sect. 2), which has been extensively studied with
numerical simulations by ZDJ16.
Following ZGT08, we adopt a fixed power law distribution
of grain sizes with the lower and upper size limits of 0.005
and 0.25 µm, respectively, and the power of −3.5 (Mathis
et al. 1977, hereafter called MRN). The model parameters in
the solar neighbourhood are also taken from ZGT08, fSN =
0.35, ψ = 4 M pc−2 Gyr−1, ΣISM = 10 M pc−2, Xcl = 0.2
and, for silicate dust, t0 = 87 Myr and mcl = 1500 M.
The dust destruction timescales are then τSF = 2.5 Gyr,
τd,SN = 0.7 Gyr and τd,eff = 0.55 Gyr. For the timescale of
dust injection by stars τin, we adopt an optimistic value of
1 Gyr. Full time-dependent dust evolution models predict
much higher values of τin exceeding 9 Gyr for the present
day (Dwek 1998, ZGT08).
Figure 3 illustrates solutions of Eq. (14) for log δSi ≡
[Sigas/H] for models with and without dust destruction by
SN shocks. Grains are destroyed in the process of star for-
mation in all models. We assume complete condensation in
stars (δin = 0) to evaluate the role of stars for [Sigas/H] distri-
bution in the case of their highest possible contribution. We
also show the final depletions log δSi,ret given by Eq. (11) in
the matter returned by clouds upon their disruption.
At low gas densities, the dust input rate from stars is higher
than the growth rate in the ISM, because the dust growth is
inefficient (δX,ret ' δX) for τgr  τexch. The Si depletion is
therefore determined by the balance between dust input from
stars and destruction, which does not depend on nH under
our assumptions. Therefore [Sigas/H]–nH relation flattens at
lower densities. Despite the assumption of the complete con-
densation in stars and the short timescale of dust formation
by stars, the lowest value of [Sigas/H] provided by stellar
sources in models with and without dust destruction in SN
shocks are −0.2 and −0.55, respectively (Fig. 3). These val-
ues are well above the observed depletions in the CNM.
We also consider a model without dust growth in the ISM,
in which we include the dependence of mcl on ambient den-
sity considered in Sect. A of Appendix. In this case, [Sigas/H]
level is determined by the balance between the stardust input
and dust destruction in the ISM. Because the mcl decreases
with ambient density, this model also produces a negative
slope, but it is too shallow compared to observations. The
lowest [Sigas/H] value of −0.3 is higher than measurements
in the WNM and CNM.
With the increase of the cloud density, [Sigas/H] decreases
due to higher rate dust growth by accretion in clouds. Mod-
els with dust destruction only by star formation overpredict
Si depletions for the entire density range. Models with dust
destruction by SNe match the observed depletion in WNM
and enclose the linear fit to the observational data available
for nH > 10 cm−3 between the steady-state values of log δSi
in the ISM and the maximum depletion reached in clouds
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log δSi,ret. This conclusion holds for the current assumption
of the complete condensation in stars and a short timescale
τin. If stars are less efficient in dust formation, the model re-
quires a lower efficiency of dust destruction in shocks (lower
mcl).
The shape of the model [Sigas/H]–nH relation depends on
the residence time of grains in clouds, i.e. the lifetime of
clouds in our model. For simplicity, we adopt fixed τexch val-
ues of 10 and 30 Myr for short and long lifetimes of clouds,
respectively. The difference between log δSi and log δSi,ret
for τexch = 10 Myr corresponds to the scatter of observa-
tional data of up to 1 dex (See Fig. 2 in ZDJ16), but ap-
pears too large for τexch = 30 Myr. In the dense gas, the
growth timescale is shorter than the lifetime of clouds for
both adopted values of τexch, therefore grains rapidly accrete
available metals from the gas long before the matter is re-
leased from clouds. A longer τexch means a delayed en-
richment of the ISM with highly depleted gas from clouds,
which results in the flattening of the [Sigas/H]–nH relation for
nH & 50 cm−3. The observational relation favour the shorter
lifetime of clouds of 10 Myr. This lower value is also in bet-
ter agreement with the residence times in the molecular and
cold phases inferred from numerical hydrodynamic simula-
tions by Peters et al. (2017).
The simple steady-state model for [Sigas/H] explains the
observed depletion trend with density as the result of the den-
sity dependence of the timescale of dust growth in the ISM.
The ∼1 dex scatter in the observational data is explained by
the gradual depletion of Si in the process of dust growth, with
the lowest depletions limited by the residence times of grains
in clouds.
4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to model the element depletions self-consistently
and account for the dependence of dust evolution on local
physical conditions, one has to solve a time-dependent prob-
lem including complex dynamical evolution of gas from nu-
merical hydrodynamic simulations with sufficiently high res-
olution. In the following we discuss the [Sigas/H] − nH rela-
tion predicted with such a dust evolution model in an evolv-
ing multi-phase ISM.
4.1. Description of the model
The model presented here is a combination of the hydro-
dynamical simulations of the ISM in a Milky Way-like disk
and a dust evolution model including dust destruction by
SNe and dust growth by accretion of gas-phase metals in the
ISM. The detailed description of the model can be found in
ZDJ16. It utilises a hydrodynamic SPH simulation of de-
struction and formation of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) in
a spiral Milky Way-like galaxy described in Dobbs & Pringle
(2013). The simulation is performed using the SPH code
sphNG (Benz et al. 1990; Bate et al. 1995; Price & Monaghan
2007). There is a total of 8 million gas particles, and each one
has a mass mSPH = 312.5 M. The gas is situated in a disk
with radius of 10 kpc and the average surface density of the
gas is Σgas = 8 M pc−2. The total simulation time of 270 Myr
permits the system to reach steady state between destruction
and growth of dust, which strongly correlates with the lifecy-
cle of GMCs. Dust is modelled in a post-processing scheme
using histories of the physical conditions from hydrodynamic
simulations. Assuming perfect coupling between dust and
gas, we model evolution of δX in each SPH gas particle. In
this paper, we update the model for element Si and extend it
to include Fe.
The dust model accounts for the dependence of dust
growth by gas-grain collisions on local gas temperature and
density. ZDJ16 found that growth of silicate dust is so ef-
ficient that it has to be suppressed in the warm medium,
therefore it is limited to gas temperatures below 300 K in this
work. Additionally, enhanced collision rates in the cold neu-
tral medium (CNM) due to Coulomb focusing are important
to reproduce the observed [Sigas/H]–nH relation.
The grain size distribution is crucial for dust growth in the
ISM as it determines the total grain surface area. The accre-
tion timescale is proportional to the average grain radius
〈a〉3 = 〈a3〉/〈a2〉, (17)
where 〈al〉 ∼ ∫ dngr(a)/da alda is the lth moment of the grain
size distribution, dngr(a) is the number of grains with radii
from a to a + da. The mean grain radius modified by the
effect of Coulomb focusing is
〈am〉3 = 〈a3〉/
∫
dngr(a)/da D(a)a2da, (18)
where the enhancement factor D(a) accounts for the change
in the cross section of an interaction between ion and grain
(Weingartner & Draine 1999). For neutral particles in MCs,
D(a) = 1. For simplicity, we adopt the MRN grain size distri-
bution dngr(a)/da ∼ a−3.5 (Mathis et al. 1977) with the lower
and the upper limits for the grain sizes amin and amax that dif-
fer for iron and silicate grains.
The rate of dust destruction consists of two terms: destruc-
tion by supernova feedback in GMCs included in simulations
and, additionally, destruction in the diffuse ISM by single
SNe. The latter is implemented in a simplified way for all
gas particles with nH < 1 cm−3 assuming a constant destruc-
tion timescale of τdiffdest, which can be expressed as
τdiffdest =
fdiffΣgas
mclRdiffSN
, (19)
where fdiff is the mass fraction of the diffuse gas determined
from the simulations and RdiffSN is the rate of SN that explode
in the diffuse gas. We assume RdiffSN = 8 × 10−12pc−2yr−1.
Numerically, we have fdiff(nH < 1 cm−3) = 0.35. Note that
the destruction timescale of all dust in the diffuse medium
τdiffdest is shorter than the total destruction timescale in the ISM
given by Eq. (6).
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The dependence of mcl on density nH is considered in
Sect. A in Appendix. To examine how this dependence af-
fects our results, we run test simulations of dust evolution
using the fitting formula for mcl(nH) given by Eq. (A2) in the
expression for dust destruction rates. We find that the differ-
ences compared to the models with the fixed mcl constitute
less than 1%. We therefore adopt a fixed value of mcl derived
for a typical density in the diffuse gas of 0.1 cm−3.
We name the models ECMRNxnm following ZDJ16,
where x is the minimum grain size in nm and MRN indi-
cates that all models assume an MRN grain size distribution.
“E” and “C” in the name denote the enhanced collision rates
due to Coulomb interactions and additional destruction in the
diffuse ISM, respectively.
In the following, we apply the dust evolution model to de-
termine the characteristics of grain populations that are re-
sponsible for the observed differences in the [Fegas/H] and
[Sigas/H] depletion levels in the ISM.
4.2. Silicon
Here we briefly summarise the model for silicate dust and
refer to ZDJ16 for details. We model silicate evolution as
traced by the Si abundance. To convert the Si abundance
to the dust mass, we adopt amorphous silicates with olivine
stoichiometric ratios. The dust evolution calculations start
with homogeneous dust distribution with [Sigas/H] = −0.5 or
68% of Si in dust. The total Si abundance Si = 3.548 × 10−5
(Asplund et al. 2009).
We estimate the destruction timescale in the diffuse gas
from Eq. (19) assuming a fixed value mcl = 1500 M
(Zhukovska 2008), which results in the timescale of destruc-
tion in the diffuse gas τdiffdest = 220 Myr. The timescale of
silicate dust destruction in the entire ISM equates to about
350 Myr in the steady state between destruction and growth
of dust in the ISM. The slope of the observed [Sigas/H] − nH
relation is best reproduced with amin = 4 nm and amax =
250 nm. These grain size limits are in excellent agreement
with the classical MRN size distribution. The average grain
radii are 〈a〉3 = 32 and 〈am〉3 = 5.6 nm, without and with
the account of Coulomb focusing, respectively. For a typical
density and gas temperature in the CNM (nH=30 cm−3 and
Tgas = 100 K), the corresponding timescales of silicate dust
growth are 15 and 1 Myr.
Figure 4 shows the relation between the mean [Sigas/H]
and nH predicted by the model and the relation inferred from
observations in the local Milky Way. It is computed for the
final distribution of gas and dust within a ring with galactic
radii from 6 to 9 kpc that represents the conditions similar
to the solar neighbourhood. The mean [Sigas/H] is derived
as described in ZDJ16 using mass-weighted probability den-
sity functions (PDFs). In this work, the PDFs are constructed
for the linear depletion instead of the logarithmic depletion,
therefore the slopes of the relation shown in Fig. 4 are some-
what shallower than those presented by ZDJ16 in their Fig. 8.
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Figure 4. Relation between mean Si depletion and gas density de-
rived from the final spatial distribution of gas-phase Si abundance
in simulations and its standard deviation (ECMRN4nm, solid black
line and a shadow area around it, respectively). The relation for the
model without enhanced collision rates (CMRN4nm, dashed line) is
shown for comparison. Observational data are the same as in Fig. 3.
4.3. Iron
4.3.1. Model parameters
The iron element abundance in the Sun is similar to that
of Si. Therefore, [Fegas/H] values are expected to be sim-
ilar to that of [Sigas/H], if Fe is also accreted on the sili-
cate grains and Si and Fe have similar sputtering rates in SN
shocks. ZDJ16 found that the depletion levels in the WNM
are determined by the destruction rates, while the depletions
at high densities are controlled by the accretion rate. In or-
der to reproduce the heavy depletion of interstellar Fe in the
cold medium, we need a higher accretion rate of gas-phase
Fe than that on the silicate grain surfaces. It can be provided
if Fe is accreted on a population of small grains, as has been
shown for another heavily depleted element Ti (Weingartner
& Draine 1999).
Hensley & Draine (2017) recently demonstrated that even
a large population of metallic iron nanoparticles with sizes
down to 4.5 Å can be a viable component of the interstel-
lar grains. We therefore include a population of metallic
nanoparticles that accrete Fe from the gas phase and are de-
stroyed by interstellar shocks. The size distribution of such
grains is unknown. We assume a power law size distribu-
tion with the lower size limit amin = 1 nm and the upper size
limit amax = 10 nm, resulting in the mean particle size 〈a〉3
=3.2 nm. This is 10 times smaller than for silicate grains.
The fraction of iron in nanoparticles required to match
[Fegas/H] = −1.11 in the WNM depends critically on the
rate of destruction of iron dust. The latter is determined by
the efficiency of metallic iron destruction as a function of
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shock velocity through Eq. (A1) for mcl. Unfortunately, ex-
tensive theoretical studies of grain destruction in SN blast
waves do not provide such data for metallic iron (Jones et al.
1994, 1996). Because small grains are sputtered in interstel-
lar shocks more efficiently than large grains, we adopt the
same value of 1500 M as for silicates, as a lower limit for
mcl. As we illustrate in the following section, even this low
value of mcl results in too high destruction rates and, respec-
tively, too high [Fegas/H] values in the WNM, if all solid Fe
is placed in nanoparticles.
We consider two solutions to mitigate this discrepancy.
The first solution assumes a two-component iron dust model,
in which Fe resides in metallic nanoparticles and as metal-
lic inclusions in other grains, for example, Mg-rich silicate
grains. Existence of metallic inclusions in Mg-rich silicates
is supported by X-ray observations in the CNM (Costantini
et al. 2012). Such inclusions may form when iron nanoparti-
cles stick on the silicate grains and are subsequently covered
by silicate layers in the process of accretion and, at higher
gas densities, coagulation of silicate grains. Non-detection
of iron dust in SN type Ia, the major source of iron in the
Universe, suggests an interstellar origin of most of the solid
iron as opposed to thermal condensation in the cooling cir-
cumstellar shells and SN ejecta (see also Dwek 2016). This
is corroborated by recent microgravity experiments (Kimura
et al. 2017) that find a low condensation efficiency of metallic
iron at high temperatures.
We make a key assumption that the metallic inclusions are
protected inside of these grains from rapid destruction by in-
terstellar shocks. The inclusions will be eventually exposed
to the surface as the layers covering them are sputtered away.
In this way, destruction may be the process that releases iron
nanoparticles back to the diffuse gas and thus increases the
surface area available for the subsequent accretion in the cold
phase. A certain fraction of iron inclusions should be also
destroyed, but we presently neglect this destruction term, as-
suming that it is small. We leave more detailed modelling of
iron cycle in and out of silicate grains for future studies.
A fixed fraction of iron locked in silicates ηFe is adopted
here, for which we take the value of 0.7 adopted in a new
model of interstellar silicates by Jones et al. (2013). Al-
though the destruction timescale of free-flying nanoparticles
is short (τdiffdest = 220 Myr), the average timescale of destruc-
tion of iron dust τISMdest = 900 Myr is longer than that for sil-
icates because of the second iron dust component, metallic
inclusions. This is our reference model.
Another scenario, in which all solid iron resides in free-
flying metallic nanoparticles, requires the destruction of
these particles to be less efficient than that of silicates to
match the depletion in the WNM. It is hard to justify this sce-
nario given that postshock velocities of iron grains are 15%-
35% higher than equivalent silicate grain velocities (Jones
et al. 1994). We examine the value of mcl needed to fit
[Fegas/H] in the WNM for the case when all solid iron re-
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Figure 5. The same as in Fig. 4 for iron gas-phase abundance
[Fegas/H] derived for reference model ECMRN1nm. The relation
for the model without Coulomb focusing (CMRN1nm, dashed line)
is shown for comparison. Observational data for [Fegas/H] are the
same as in Fig. 3.
sides in nanoclusters.
In order to compute the mean grain radius modified by
Coulomb focusing 〈am〉3, we adopt the charge distribution
functions for iron nanoparticles computed by Hensley &
Draine (2017). As for silicates, we consider the dust growth
only at temperatures below 300 K and compute the enhance-
ment coefficient D(a) for the grain charge distribution in the
CNM. The majority of iron nanoparticles in the CNM have
zero charge. However, a substantial fraction of iron nanopar-
ticles has the negative charge of −1: 0.36, 0.31, and 0.20 for
the particle sizes of 1, 5, and 10 nm, respectively. We find
that the collision rate between gas-phase iron and metallic
nanoparticles is significantly enhanced by Coulomb focus-
ing on these negatively charged grains, resulting in 〈am〉3 =
0.038 nm. This process decreases the timescale of growth of
metallic grains in the CNM by a factor of 84, from 14 Myr
to 0.16 Myr, respectively, estimated for typical conditions in
the CNM (nH=30 cm−3, Tgas = 100 K).
The electron field emission from negatively charged grains
can be important for smaller grain sizes considered in this
work, since the critical grain charge for this process de-
creases with the grain size as Zd(cr) ' −210
(
a/100Å
)2
(Tie-
lens 2005). For the lower size limit adopted in this work,
the critical grain charge is Zd(cr) = −2.1. The negative grain
charge attained in the CNM is −1, which is higher than Zd(cr)
and we can safely assume that electron field emission is not
important in calculations of the accretion rates.
The simulations of iron dust evolution begin with the ho-
mogeneous iron abundance distribution with [Fegas/H] =
−1.25 corresponding to the Fe depletion in diffuse gas. As
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Figure 6. Interstellar Fe abundances as a function of hydro-
gen column density for reference model for iron dust evolution
ECMRN1nm (circles) calculated within 100 pc sized cells in the
direction perpendicular to the disk plane. Triangles show the values
from observations (Voshchinnikov & Henning 2010).
the dust evolves, the average [Fegas/H] distribution more
strongly correlates with the gas density due to accretion of
gas-phase Fe on grains until the system reaches a steady state
between destruction and accretion in the ISM.
4.3.2. Variation of [Fegas/H] with gas density
Figure 5 shows the synthetic [Fegas/H]−nH relations com-
puted for the final spatial iron dust distribution for the ref-
erence model ECMRN1nm. Model CMRN1nm without
Coulomb focusing is shown for comparison. The adopted
size distribution for iron nanoparticles in model ECMRN1nm
with the Coulomb focusing provides a high accretion rate of
gas-phase iron and, correspondingly, a steep slope similar to
the observed [Fegas/H] − nH relation. The effective destruc-
tion timescale τISMdest = 900 Myr, on the other hand, sets the
[Fegas/H] level in the low density region. We did not vary the
uncertain size distribution of nanoparticles to improve the fit
to the observed relation.
Figure 6 shows the interstellar iron abundance in the
gas phase [Fegas/H] as a function of hydrogen column
density of the gas NH from simulations for reference
model ECMRN1nm and that from observational data from
Voshchinnikov & Henning (2010). [Fegas/H] and NH are cal-
culated within 100 pc sized cells in the directions perpendic-
ular to the disk plane. The model can reproduce well the
flattening of [Fegas/H] at low NH and the decreasing trend for
NH > 1020 cm−2. Thus, our simulations agree with the ob-
servational data for [Fegas/H] as a function of both column
hydrogen density characterising integrated properties of the
ISM on the line of sight and the local density nH. Large scat-
ter in the predicted [Fegas/H] values reflects different com-
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Figure 7. Relations between mean [Fegas/H] and gas density derived
from the final spatial [Fegas/H] distributions for two test simula-
tions: (i) a case without iron nanoparticles, in which iron accretes
on the silicate grain population (solid line) and (ii) a case of pure
Mg-rich silicates with all solid iron residing in the form of metal-
lic nanoparticles (dashed-dotted line). Only calculations which ac-
count for Coulomb focusing are shown.
plex dynamical histories of the gas with the same NH.
We also test two alternatives for iron-containing dust com-
ponent: (i) a case without nanoparticles, in which iron ac-
cretes on the silicate grain population described in Sect. 4.2
and (ii) a case with pure Mg-rich silicates with all iron in
solid form residing in nanoparticles (Fig. 7). Both models
assume the same mcl as for silicate grains. Model (i) fails
to achieve the observed high Fe depletion level in the CNM
which is explained by a lower total surface area and, conse-
quently, an accretion rate compared to the reference model
with nanoparticles. The amount of depleted Fe is limited by
the timescales of formation of GMCs, which in this case are
shorter than the accretion timescales. Model (ii) can provide
sufficiently fast growth and reproduce both the observed level
of Fe depletion in the CNM and the slope of [Fegas/H]–nH
relation, but it overpredicts [Fegas/H] in the WNM. During
their residence in the diffuse gas, grains are too efficiently
destroyed, so that [Fegas/H] remains on the level of −0.5.
Model (ii), in which all solid iron is in free-flying nanopar-
ticles, can match the [Fegas/H] value in the WNM, if a longer
timescale of destruction τdiffdest = 1.1 Gyr is adopted. This
value seems unrealistically high, since it is unlikely that iron
nanoparticles are destroyed 5 times less efficiently than sil-
icate grains, given that postshock velocities of iron grains
are 15%-35% higher than equivalent silicate grain velocities
(Jones et al. 1994).
5. HOW DO GRAINS GROW?
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Figure 8. Scanning timescales τsca for grains with radii 10, 3 and 1
nm (red, light blue and dark blue lines, respectively) as a function of
the grain temperature. Solid and dashed lines depict the timescales
for Eb/kB = 4200 K for Fe and 2700 K for Si, respectively. Des-
orption timescales τdes are shown with black solid lines with filled
triangles.
In this section we consider physical processes on the grain
surface that may enable incorporation of new atoms into the
solid. Chemical kinetics of the surface reactions leading to
the growth of species of interests at low temperatures is yet to
be understood and studied experimentally. Majority of exper-
imental work on silicate condensation is conducted at high
temperatures (∼ 1000 K), with only a few recent experiments
so far that considered formation of silicate materials at tem-
peratures below 15 K (Krasnokutski et al. 2014; Rouille´ et al.
2014; Henning 2017). They find no activation energy barrier
for the chemical reaction of low-temperature silicate forma-
tion. It is however not clear how this reaction proceeds in
the intermediate temperatures. Nucleation and growth of Fe
nanoclusters and deposition of Fe metallic films on various
surfaces have been extensively studied around the room tem-
perature and above (e.g., Wastlbauer & Bland 2007; Lu¨bben
et al. 2011, and references therein). Temperatures of iron
grains in the diffuse medium are colder for most of time, but
they raise drastically due to stochastic heating by UV photon
absorptions (Draine & Anderson 1985). Stochastic heating
of dust grains probably plays an important role in the forma-
tion of distinct silicate and carbon grain populations (Serra
Dı´az-Cano & Jones 2008; Draine 2009), but the unknown
binding energies for the species of interests (Si, Mg, Fe) on
the surface of interest (silicates and metallic iron) are still the
main hindrance for modelling these processes in detail. We
consider the timescales of relevant processes and their possi-
ble roles in the dust growth in the diffuse ISM.
An impinging atom is initially bound by weak van der
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Figure 9. Radiative cooling time τrad as a function of vibrational en-
ergy E for iron grains with radii 3 and 1 nm (solid red and blue lines,
respectively). The same for silicate grains is shown with dashed
lines for comparison. Rectangle indicates the UV wavelength range
of the interstellar radiation field.
Waals forces to the surface. Our main assumptions are that
(1) the surface has active sites, i.e. sites with dangling bonds
and high binding energy and (2) the growth occurs when an
adsorbed atom reaches an active site. Surface diffusion en-
ables the transport of adatoms to the sites with high binding
energy. The time to scan the entire surface by this process is
τ−1sca ≈ N−1s ν0 exp (−Ed/kBTd), (20)
where Ed is the diffusion energy, Td is the dust temperature,
and Ns is the number of sites of the grain; Ns = 4pia2ns, where
ns ≈ 1.5 × 1015 cm−2 is the surface density of physisorption
sites (Hasegawa et al. 1992). Note that for a = 1nm Ns is
only 188, while it is 106 for a “classical” grain of 0.1 µm.
The diffusion energy is poorly known. Experimental work
suggests that it is a fraction of the binding energy Eb of the
adatom to the surface; we adopt Ed = 0.3Eb here (Hasegawa
et al. 1992).
Thermal desorption is the process that can remove an ad-
sorbed atom from the grain surface before it reaches an active
site. The timescale of thermal desorption is
τ−1des ≈ ν0 exp (−Eb/kBTd), (21)
where ν0 ≈ 1012 s−1 is the vibrational frequency of the stick-
ing species.
Both timescales τsca and τdes are very sensitive to the bind-
ing energy. The value of Eb depends on many factors, in-
cluding the chemical composition of the solid and its surface
structure, in particular, on the number of unsatisfied bonds
(Cuppen et al. 2017). We take heuristic values for Eb/kB of
2700 K for Si and 4200 K for Fe from Hasegawa & Herbst
(1993). These values are similar to the physisoprtion ener-
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gies estimated for water ice on silicate surface (Stimpfl et al.
2006).
Figure 8 shows the timescales of desorption and scanning
for Fe and Si atoms on grains with radii 1, 3 and 10 nm. Both
species exhibit a large range of dust temperatures, for which
τsca < τdes. In this range, adsorbed atoms can scan the en-
tire grain surface and find the sites with the high binding
energy before they are removed by thermal desorption. For
a = 10 nm iron grains the scanning is faster than the thermal
desorption for the dust temperatures up to 300 K and even
higher for smaller sizes. In the following we consider tem-
peratures of nanoparticles due to the stochastic heating.
ROLE OF STOCHASTIC HEATING. The temperature of small
grains in the standard interstellar field fluctuates compared to
the equilibrium value, because the cooling timescale for these
grains is shorter than the mean time between consecutive ab-
sorptions of UV photons (Draine & Anderson 1985). The
maximum temperature Tmax reached as a result of stochastic
heating is determined by absorption of the maximum photon
energy of 13.6 eV. For the smallest 1 nm spherical iron grains
considered in this work, the equilibrium temperature is 50 K,
while the actual Td can rise to Tmax = 270 K (Fischera 2004).
Heating to these temperatures reduces the scanning time for
Fe adatoms to . 10−7 s (Fig. 8). The stochastic heating may
therefore play an important role for the iron growth in the dif-
fuse ISM. This holds only if the time τrad needed for a grain
heated to the temperature Td to cool by emitting radiation is
longer then the scanning timescale τsca(Td).
In order to check this condition, we estimate the radiative
cooling time for iron nanograins applying for them the for-
malism introduced by Draine & Li (2001) for silicate and
PAH particles. Draine & Li (2001) represent a small grain
with Na atoms as a vibrational system with 3Na − 6 degrees
of freedom. The cooling time τrad for a grain with vibra-
tional energy Eu gained by the absorption of an UV photon
(Eu = hν) is then determined by its absorption coefficient
Qabs
τrad(Eu) ≈
[
1
Eu
8pi2a2
h3c2
∫ Eu
0
E3Qabs(E)
exp(E/kTu) − 1dE
]
, (22)
where Tu is the temperature of the vibrational system with
energy Eu in the notations of Draine & Li (2001). It cor-
responds to the grain temperature Td in our notations. The
calculation of Tu and adopted data are briefly outlined in the
Appendix B.
The cooling timescales calculated from Eq. (22) for iron
and silicate grains are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the ab-
sorbed photon energy. We show τrad(E) for the grain sizes of
1 and 3 nm. The lowest values of τrad are derived for the max-
imum photon energy of 13.6 eV of the interstellar UV field
and equal to 30 and 7000 s for 1 and 3 nm sized iron grains.
Silicate particles have lower values of τrad, 0.5 and 38 s, re-
spectively. This is the consequence of the higher opacities
of silicates at long wavelenths (λ & 1 µm) compared to iron
grains.
The dust temperature rise from the UV absorption and
consequently the reduction of τsca decreases rapidly with
the particle size. For example, for 3 nm-sized iron grains
Tmax = 70 K; the corresponding value of τsca(70 K) = 0.11 s
is significantly longer than 3× 10−8 s for 1 nm-sized particle,
but is still shorter than the cooling time τrad = 7000 s. It is
the particles of this size and smaller that have the largest to-
tal surface area and a higher fraction of negatively charged
grains, therefore they are responsible for most of iron dust
production in our simulations. The role of stochastic heating
on the growth is expected to diminish for larger particles.
We estimate the mean time between UV photon absorp-
tions τabs to be equal to 1.2 and 35.5 days for iron particle
sizes of 3 and 1 nm, correspondingly. Comparing these times
to the time for radiative cooling, we find that small iron grains
remain cool for most of time, in agreement with other stud-
ies of thermal behaviour of metallic grains (Tabak 1987; Fis-
chera 2004; Hensley & Draine 2017). It is thus more likely
that Fe atoms are accreted on cool grains and remain on the
surface, since the probability of sticking is higher for lower
Td. In the proposed picture of the dust growth, an accreted
species can be delivered to an active site during the next UV
absorption. The total number of such absorptions are 3× 109
and 108 for 3 and 1 nm sized grains. It is estimated for the
mean residence time of grains in the cold medium inferred
from high resolution hydrodynamic simulations and equal
to 10 Myr (Peters et al. 2017). These numbers of absorp-
tions are orders of magnitude higher than the number of Fe
atoms accreted by iron grains. We therefore conclude that the
stochastic heating may indeed assist in the growth of small
iron grains in the cold ISM.
6. DISCUSSION
One-zone dust evolution models frequently assume that
dust growth takes place in molecular clouds, because their
high densities result in short timescales of accretion onto ex-
isting grains (e.g., Dwek 1998; Hirashita 2000; Zhukovska
et al. 2008). The main difficulty with silicate dust growth in
molecular clouds, as summarised by Jones & Nuth (2011)
and Ferrara et al. (2016), is that under such conditions grains
accrete not only silicate-forming elements, but also abun-
dant C-containing species (CO, CO2 and other molecules)
and H2O that cover dust surfaces with ice mantles. Man-
tles have very different optical properties from the refractory
dust materials required by the observed extinction features.
Moreover, ice mantles are weakly bound to the grain surfaces
and rapidly evaporate as grains return to the diffuse medium
(Cuppen & Herbst 2007). Thus, volatile mantles cannot
replenish diffuse gas with dust upon disruption of molecu-
lar clouds and explain element depletion patterns and dust
masses in galaxies. While refractory carbonaceous materials
may be formed upon irradiation of ice mantles by UV pho-
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tons (Jenniskens et al. 1993), explaining formation of amor-
phous silicates in molecular clouds remains problematic.
The models for silicate and iron dust evolution presented in
this work show that efficient growth of these dust components
commences in the diffuse gas, specifically in its cold neutral
component. The rate of dust production by this mechanism
is 20 times higher than the total rate of dust injection by stars
(ZDJ16). Previous works found that the accretion timescale
for grains with a “classical” radius of 0.1 µm is long com-
pared to the residence time in the diffuse phase (Ferrara et al.
2016). This discrepancy is solved, if we consider a grain
size distribution including small grains. Because a fraction
of small grains are negatively charged and species of inter-
est are ionised (Fe, Si) in the CNM (Weingartner & Draine
1999; Yan et al. 2004), the collision rates of ions with grains
are enhanced by Coulomb focusing. Assuming a MRN size
distribution with a lower grain size of 4 nm for silicate grains
and accounting for the enhanced collision rate, we find the
timescales of accretion in the CNM that are shorter than the
residence time in this phase. For iron grains, we need to ex-
tend the grain size distribution down to 1 nm to explain the
higher depletion of gas-phase Fe compared to Si.
Temperature fluctuations of small grains due to the heating
by interstellar UV photons may be vital for the dust growth,
as shown in Sect. 5. The increase in the grain temperature
drastically reduces the scanning time for an adsorbed species
permitting it to reach a site with high binding energy before
this species is removed from the surface by thermal desorp-
tion.
Dust growth in the diffuse ISM allows to explain refor-
mation of distinct populations of silicate and carbonaceous
grains, in contrast to the mantles grown in molecular clouds.
Irradiation of grains by the UV photons plays a key role in the
selective growth of silicate and carbonaceous grains as sepa-
rate species (Draine 1990, 2009). It is based on the assump-
tion that the binding energy of carbon atoms on silicate grain
surface is smaller than that of Mg, Si, Fe and O, therefore C
can be cleared from their surfaces by photo-desorption. Re-
cent experimental work on the condensation of Si, O, Mg
and Fe on the low-temperature substrate indicates that these
species are indeed able to react without an activation energy
barrier. They form siliceous material that remains stable at
the room temperature and shows 10 µm spectral band which
is very similar to the silicate absorption feature observed in
the ISM (Krasnokutski et al. 2014; Rouille´ et al. 2014). Re-
cent experiments have demonstrated that even in a situation
where one starts with mixed precursors one gets separate sil-
icate and carbonaceous particles (Henning 2017).
In the standard interstellar UV radiation field, Coulomb in-
teractions enhance collision rates and enables dust growth by
accretion at densities as low as nH & 1 cm−3. It is, how-
ever, noteworthy that physical conditions for dust growth in
early star-forming galaxies are likely very different. In re-
gions with strong radiation field, dust grains are charged pos-
itively and Coulomb repulsion may hamper dust growth (Fer-
rara et al. 2016). Moreover, the ISM of galaxies forming stars
at a 100 times higher rate than our own is expected to be
highly turbulent. To discern whether dust growth is a viable
source in the early Universe requires better understanding of
grain charging and matter cycle under extreme ISM condi-
tions and is subject of our future studies.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The interstellar abundance of refractory elements indicate
substantial depletion that increases with gas density. Our new
dust evolution model based on hydrodynamic simulations of
the lifecycle of GMCs established that the observed relation
between the mean gas-phase Si abundance [Sigas/H] and the
local gas density nH is driven by a combination of selective
silicate dust growth by accretion and efficient destruction in
the diffuse ISM (ZDJ16). The model naturally includes dif-
ferent residence times of grains in interstellar phases and de-
pendence of dust growth on the local density and temper-
ature of the gas. In this work, we reinforce this conclu-
sion with a simple analytic model for the Si depletion as-
suming a steady state between destruction and production
of dust by stellar sources and by accretion in the ISM. We
demonstrate that dust production by stars cannot reproduce
the mean [Sigas/H] − nH relation even for optimistic assump-
tions for the condensation efficiencies and absence of dust
destruction in SN shocks. This analytic model illustrates how
the dependence of accretion timescale on gas density deter-
mines the negative slope of the [Sigas/H] − nH relation.
We extend the framework developed in our previous work
for silicates to include the evolution of iron dust, using the
average [Fegas/H] − nH relation inferred from observations
as main constraint for the iron grain population. In or-
der to explain a 0.9 dex lower value of [Fegas/H] in the
CNM compared to the [Sigas/H] value, we need a popula-
tion of free-flying metallic nanoparticle with radii from 1 to
10 nm. However, if all iron missing from the gas resides in
nanoparticles and their destruction is similar to that of silicate
grains, the model overpredicts the [Fegas/H] in the WNM by
0.5 dex compared to the observed depletion. The slope of
the [Fegas/H]–nH relation is steeper than the observed value.
This discrepancy is solved, if we assume that a fraction of
the depleted iron of 70% resides in the form of metallic inclu-
sions inside of silicate grains, where it is protected from rapid
destruction by interstellar shocks. Alternatively, the observed
depletion trend can be described with a model, in which all
depleted Fe resides in nanoparticles, with the condition that
their destruction efficiency is 5 times lower than that of the
silicate grain population. Such low destruction of metallic
nanoparticles is presently difficult to reconcile with predic-
tions by theoretical models for dust destruction in interstellar
shocks.
Enhanced collision rates due to the electrostatic focusing
in the CNM are crucial for both silicate and iron dust models
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to reproduce the slope of the observed depletion–density rela-
tions and the magnitude of depletions at high densities. With-
out taking the grain charges into account, the timescales of
accretion are longer than the timescale of formation of GMCs
and the resultant [Xgas/H] values in the CNM are higher than
the observed values.
We consider the timescales of relevant physical processes
for adsorbed Si and Fe atoms on the grain surfaces. A pro-
cess, which is presently not included in the dust evolution
models, but may be important for the dust growth is stochas-
tic heating of small grains by UV photon absorption. We
demonstrate that the timescale for radiative cooling of a grain
after an absorption is longer than the timescale for scanning
of the surface by an adsorbed species. The increase in the
grain temperature drastically reduces the scanning time and
enables delivery of adsorbed species to the sites with high
binding energy.
We thank anonymous referee for helpful comments that
improved the clarity of the paper. S.Z. acknowledges support
by the Forschungsgemeinschaft through SPP 1573: Physics
of the Interstellar Medium. We gratefully acknowledge the
Max Planck Computing and Data Facility for providing their
user support and computing time on the Odin and Hydra clus-
ters.
APPENDIX
A. DENSITY DEPENDENCE OF DUST DESTRUCTION
The quantity mcl, j is determined by the properties of the dust material and the structure of the blast wave
mcl, j(n0) =
∫ 3 f
30
 j(3s, n0)
∣∣∣∣∣dMs(3s, n0)d3s
∣∣∣∣∣ d3s , (A1)
where 30 and 3 f are the initial and final velocities of the SNR expanding into an ambient medium of density n0, respectively,∣∣∣∣ dMs(3s,n0)d3s ∣∣∣∣ d3s is the mass of gas swept up by a shock with velocity in the range of [3s, 3s + d3s], and  j is the efficiency of dust
destruction in a SN shock with expansion velocity 3s. We calculate
∣∣∣∣ dMs(vs,n0)dvs ∣∣∣∣ using an analytical solution for the SNR evolution
expanding in a homogeneous medium from McKee (1989). The solution combines the adiabatic expansion and pressure-driven
snow plow stages. We adopt an expression for  j(3s, n0) for silicate dust calculated by Jones et al. (1996), which is available
only for the ambient density n0 = 0.25 cm−3. Although the efficiency of dust destruction in SN shock depends on the density of
ambient medium (Jones et al. 1994, 1996; Nozawa et al. 2006), it should not significantly vary in the density range of 0.2–1 cm−3,
which encompasses 70% of the diffuse gas in our simulations. We derive the following quadratic fitting formula for this integral
for metallicity Z = 0.014
mcl, j(n0) = a(log n0)2 + b log n0 + c, (A2)
where a = 22, b = −305.85, and c = 1438.93 for silicate dust. This formula is accurate within 1% w.r.t. the numerical integration
of Eq. (A2).
B. STOCHASTIC HEATING OF NANOPARTICLES
In order to calculate the radiative cooling time for an iron grain upon absorption of a photon (Eq. (22)), we apply a statistical-
mechanical description of the emission process (Draine & Li 2001). A grain with Na atoms is approximated as a vibrational
system with Nm = 3Na − 6 degrees of freedom. The main assumptions of this approach are that (1) the energy of the absorbed
photon hν is distributed ergodically among these degrees of freedom before any infrared emission and (2) absorption coefficient
is independent of the degree of excitation. An assumption that the vibrational modes of the grain are approximated by harmonic
oscillators allows us to calculate the temperature Tu of grains in the excited state Eu = hν from the equation E(T ) = Eu, where E
is the expectation value for the vibrational energy:
E(T ) =
Nm∑
j=1
}ω j
exp(}ω j/kT ) − 1 , (B3)
where ω j is the fundamental frequency of the mode j. We adopt an n-dimensional Debye spectrum for the fundamental modes
for silicate and iron grains described respectively in Draine & Li (2001) and Hensley & Draine (2017).
For metallic iron, we adopt Qabs(a, λ) from Fischera (2004), who calculated the optical properties of spherical pure iron grains
using Mie-theory for wavelentghs 2pia/λ > 0.1 and dipole approximation at longer wavelengths. Optical properties for astro-
nomical silicates are taken for silicate grains (Draine & Lee 1984; Laor & Draine 1993).
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